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CASE REPORT

A 23-year-old man presented to the emergency department (ED) after a witnessed tonic-clonic seizure. He was previously healthy with no prior seizures and had no recent trauma, fevers, vomiting, or history of substance abuse except for marijuana. His family reported over the preceding weeks he had been trying to lose weight and recently had started using three weight-loss supplements: Erratic, Thermovex, and Prozein. A review of these supplements revealed they were a mixture of various amino acids, proteins, vitamins, and caffeine. He had reportedly been agitated and increasingly manic over the previous few days, and co-workers stated that he had seemed confused at work earlier in the day. A review of systems was otherwise negative. On physical examination, the patient was a young, athletic male who was somnolent but arousable. His temperature was 37.1°C, blood pressure 132/71, heart rate 62bpm, and respiratory rate 16 breaths per minute. Pupils were 4mm, equal, round, and reactive. His face was symmetric and tongue was midline on protrusion. He had 5/5 strength in both upper and lower extremities, and sensation was intact throughout to fine touch. Patellar and ankle reflexes were 2+, symmetric and without clonus. Laboratory analysis was remarkable for a glucose level of 232mg/dL, a urine drug screen that was positive for THC and benzodiazepines (the latter of which had been given by the field medics and the ED for seizures). Following an unremarkable computed tomography (CT) of his brain, he had a lumbar puncture, which showed 370 white blood cells/mm³, 300 red blood cells/mm³, and a protein level of 147mg/dL. The gram stain of his cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was negative. Empiric ceftriaxone, vancomycin, and acyclovir were started for presumed infectious meningitis. While in the ED, the patient had an additional tonic-clonic seizure and was intubated for airway protection. The patient was then admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) for further care. During his course in the ICU he failed to improve, remained intermittently agitated and was unable to be extubated. An electroencephalogram (EEG) shortly after admission revealed ongoing epileptiform activity, and he received aggressive anti-seizure therapy. Consultations from infectious disease and rheumatology services were unable to provide a diagnosis. Autoimmune panels and several viral, fungal, and bacterial assays were all negative. On hospital day 15, the patient’s CSF was sent for an anti-N-Methyl-D-Aspartate receptor (NMDAR) antibody assay, and the test returned two days later with a titer of 1:5120 (normal <1:10) consistent with anti-NMDAR encephalitis. The patient was started on intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) for treatment, followed by plasmapheresis, cyclophosphamide,
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DISCUSSION

Anti-NMDAR encephalitis is an autoimmune encephalitis syndrome that is underappreciated and frequently missed in the ED due to lack of awareness. It was initially described in 2007 by Dalmau et al., and to our knowledge, it has not received any attention in the US emergency medicine literature to date. It is one of a growing family of neuronal surface antibody syndromes (NSAS) with auto-antibodies directed against the NR1 subunit of the NMDA-receptor. As awareness grows, it seems that anti-NMDAR encephalitis is likely to be four times more common than HSV encephalitis. Our goal is to increase awareness of anti-NMDAR encephalitis as many patients initially present to the ED with classic histories for this condition, but the diagnosis is not considered until much later in the clinical course.

The diagnosis is often difficult to make due to the nonspecific nature of symptoms. Anti-NMDAR encephalitis classically presents with a prodromal syndrome of malaise, headache, and fever followed by psychiatric symptoms such as irritability, agitation, hallucinations, memory loss, mania, or frank psychosis. Neurological symptoms such as aphasia, seizures, dyskinesias, catatonia, or coma distinguish this syndrome from a pure psychiatric illness. Patients frequently develop autonomic dysregulation as well, which can manifest as tachycardia, hyperthermia, hypoventilation, blood pressure abnormalities, or hyperventilation which frequently necessitates mechanical ventilation.

Due to the nonspecific presenting symptoms, patients will often undergo lengthy workups, repeated imaging and blood work, and several consultations from specialists, without a clear diagnosis. Symptoms are frequently attributed incorrectly to a toxicological or psychiatric cause. In Dalmau et al.’s 2008 case series of 100 patients, 77 were initially seen by a psychiatrist. Due to the often-varied presenting symptoms, diagnoses on average were delayed 21 days in children and 28 days in adults from the time of symptom onset. This is quite concerning as patient outcome seems to worsen when treatment is delayed.

Anti-NMDAR encephalitis is more prevalent in women. Patients tend to be young with ages ranging from 2-40. The autoantibodies can be associated with para-neoplastic syndromes in 20-59% of cases, most commonly ovarian teratomas. Males and young children are less likely to have an underlying tumor that is responsible for their encephalitis. In cases associated with a tumor, patients may improve with removal of the tumor.

Patients with undifferentiated encephalitis typically undergo evaluation with neuroimaging, lumbar puncture, and EEG. Patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis may show nonspecific abnormalities on MRI, although the majority are normal. Almost all patients will have nonspecific EEG changes such as delta waves, theta waves, or slowing, and about half of patients may show epileptiform activity. CSF analysis is also non-specific, but common findings include lymphocytic pleocytosis, increased protein, and increased opening pressures; however, a significant number of patients present without any of these findings. The hallmark of the disease is the presence of anti-NMDAR antibodies that can be found in both the serum and the CSF. The CSF appears to be more sensitive, as one study showed all 43 patients were positive for antibodies in the CSF, but only 27 patients tested positive for antibodies in their serum.

First-line therapy for anti-NMDAR encephalitis includes steroids, IVIG, and plasma exchange. Patients who do not respond to first-line therapy have been treated with immunomodulators such as cyclophosphamide and rituximab. If there is evidence of ovarian teratomas, operative removal may be beneficial, and complete cessation of symptoms has been reported. While the therapy for anti-NMDAR encephalitis will almost certainly not be started in the ED, the consideration of and appropriate diagnostic testing for this condition will greatly aid these patients.

Unfortunately, many patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis tend to undergo prolonged hospitalizations and require lengthy ICU stays. The mortality seems to be lower than initially thought and is estimated at approximately 10%; the majority of patients make a meaningful neurologic recovery. It also appears that early treatment results in a better neurologic outcome for patients.

CONCLUSION

Anti-NMDAR encephalitis carries a significant morbidity and mortality that is worsened by delays in diagnosis; it is underappreciated and unrecognized in the ED. This case illustrates some common features of anti-NMDAR encephalitis: a patient with recent psychiatric symptoms who presents with a neurological complaint, a delay in diagnosis and a lengthy course of treatment. Although our patient fits the usual age range and had common presenting symptoms of behavioral changes and seizures, anti-NMDAR encephalitis is more common in women. Emergency physicians who encounter patients with new onset neurologic complaints preceded by psychiatric symptoms should consider anti-NMDAR encephalitis in the differential diagnosis as it may promote earlier treatment and improve outcomes.
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